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THE CITY OF VEJLE
VEJLE – A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE
Six principles for the good city

1. A greener city
2. Living city centers
3. Neighborhoods with character
4. Connections and Flow
5. Active citizens
6. The digital city

Can we create better cities with digital tools?
Tag dit billede på Instagram med #fremtidensvejle
POLITICIANS ARE NOT ARCHITECTS!
3D CITY MODEL
GIS DATA
TERRAIN, LIGHT, SHADOW, LINE OF SIGHT
REVIEW OF CONSTRUCTION
BEFORE BUILDING

Health centre
Swimming stadium
NEW PUBLIC KINDERGARTEN
CITIZENS ARE NOT ARCHITECTS!
DISCUSSIONS ABOUT STATUES
ILLUSTRATE LANDSCAPE PROJECTS

ILLUSTRATE LANDSCAPE PROJECTS

1. GREJS

2. ØSTBYEN

3. STORMFLØDSSIKRING

VANDETS VEJ

WAY OF THE WATER
From 2D to 3D
CHILDREN ARE NOT ARCHITECTS!
EVERYBODY WANTS TO BE A PART OF THE FUTURE
THANK YOU!
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